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Abstract 
The numerical range of an n x n matrix, also known as itsjeld oj’values, is reformu- 
lated as the image of a smooth quadratic mapping from the n - 1 dimensional complex 
projective space to the complex plane. This Paper investigates the numerical range from 
the perspective of differential topology (Morse theory). More specifically, the boundary 
of the range is interpreted as a rank 1 critical value curve and its sharp Points are inter- 
preted as rank 0 critical values. More importantly, the map is shown to have additional 
critical value curves in the interior of the numerical range. These additional curves are 
shown to have such singularity phenomena as cusps and swallow tails, to be the caustic 
envelopes of families of lines, and to exhibit the so-called “normal bifurcation” when an 
eigenvalue becomes unitarily decoupled. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Ke.ywords: Numerital range; Sharp Points; Morse critical Points and values; Genericity; Singularity 
1. Introduction 
The numerical range of a matrix Q E C”‘, also known as itsfield of values 
[3,8,10,12], is defined as follows: 
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F(Q) := {z*Qz: ~~z~~ = 1, z E CR}, (1) 
where z* denotes the complex conjugate transpose of z. Basic properties of the 
numerical range are categorized into two subgroups according to their degree 
of difficulty and relevante to this Paper. Properties given in the first group are 
straightforward, and tan be proved easily, while the ones in the second group 
need deeper analysis, especially, the “sharp Point” Problem, which is one of the 
main topics of this Paper. Both categories are given below. 
1. The easy category: 
(a) F(Q) is closed and bounded. 
(b) p(U*QU) = 9(Q) for any unitary matrix U E C3”““. 
(c) For each complex number c, 
(i) 9(cQ) = CF(Q). 
(ii) F(cI + Q) = c + 9(Q), w h ere 1 denotes the identity matrix. 
(d) F(Q) is a closed interval of the real line ifsQ is Hermitian. 
(e) dQ) C F_(Q), h w ere o(Q) denotes the spectrum; that is, the set of eigen- 
values of Q. Furthermore, if QO is a principal submatrix of Q, then 
P_(Qo) C F_(Q). 
11. The more difficult category: 
(a) s(Q) is convex. 
(b) For all Qi E Cnixn’ and Q2 E Cnzxn*, 9(Qi $ Q2) = Co{p(Q,), 9(Qz)}, 
where “Co” denotes the closed convex hu11 of a set. 
(c) If Q is normal, then 9(Q) = Co{o(Q)}. The converse is valid only for 
n < 4. For n > 4, counterexamples to the converse may be obtained via 
the direct sum of Qi and Qz, where Qi E @3x3 is normal with three non-col- 
linear eigenvalues and QZ E Ckxk, k B 2, is not normal and satisfies 
~(Qz) C ~(QI). Then F(Ql CB Qz) = ~(QI> = Co{o(Ql@ Qd), but 
Ql CB Q2 is not normal [ 171. 
(d) The boundary of the numerical range, 85(Q), is a piecewise algebraic 
curve, and each “sharp Point” - that is, a Point r” on the boundary of the 
numerical range where the boundary is not differentiable - is an eigenvalue of Q. 
(e) For a Square matrix Q E Czx2 with ir and J.2 as its eigenvalues and ]lQl] 
= [tr(QQ)]“’ as its spectral norm, the numerical range 9(Q) is the subset 
bounded by the ellipse with foci at 2, and A2, and 
minor axis length = J ]]Q]]2 - ];1, l2 - ]A212, 
major axis length = 
In particular, if 
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then R(Q) is an elliptical disk with foci at Al and n2, minor axis length = (~‘1. 
and major axis length = . If Q is normal, 9(Q) degenerates 
to a line interval [16]. 
Proofs of most of the above properties tan be found in [ 11,17,21]. In these 
references, the numerical range is approached using linear algebra. However, 
our contention is that the numerical range, for example the “sharp Point” is- 
sue, has a differential topology interpretation which is a main topic of this pa- 
per. Furthermore, the singularity analysis requires redefining the smooth 
quadratic mapping f(z) = z*Q z over the complex projective space CP”-’ which 
is another novel ingredient of this Paper. In addition to providing a singularity 
interpretation of the boundary and its sharp Points, our analysis reveals that. 
generically, inside the range there exist exactly 
n 
-- 1; forn even, 
2 
n-l 
~ 
2 3 
for n odd 
closed critical value curves, without inflection Points and exhibiting such singu- 
larities as cusps and swallow tails. Furthermore, we define the so-called normal 
bifurcation in which a critical value curve collapses on the boundary. 
The organization of the Paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the map ,f 
over the complex projective space c[FD”-‘. Section 3 provides the fundamental, 
Parameter independent singularity interpretation of the boundary of the nu- 
merical range and its “sharp Points”. Section 4 provides a reinterpretation of 
the boundary of the numerical range as the locus of the critical values of a 
one-Parameter family of quadratic Morse functions. Section 5 introduces the 
concept of “genericity” of a quadratic map. Section 6 investigates the closed 
critical value curves in the interior of the template and their singularities, along 
with several case studies. Some concluding remarks are relegated to Section 7. 
2. Quadratic map over complex projective space 
The numerical range is the image J(S2*-‘) of the smooth map 
.f : SZ+’ -f @: f(z) = z*ez, (2) 
as depicted in Fig. 1. To develop the geometric insight into the Problem, z*Qz is 
sometimes rewritten as (z, Qz), where (., .) denotes the usual inner product of 
C”. 
A fundamental Observation is that f(zeJ4) = f(z). Clearly, all features of the 
map - specifically the critical Points - are invariant under the action 
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Fig. 1. Orthogonal projection of the numerical range. 
SZn-1 x sl --f p-1, 
(z, e@) H zej+ 
of the Lie group S’ on the sphere Szn-’ [7], I-7. It follows that the map tan be 
defined over the quotient space S 2n-’ /S’ % CP”-‘, the complex projective 
space. 
The natura1 projection rc : S2+’ -+ S2”-‘/SI N CP”-’ is a fibration with fiber 
S’ which we write, as usual, as 
s’ L s2n-1 
Ln 
~2”4/~1 g @$“-1 
Note that, for IZ = 2, we obtain the famous Hopf fibration 
s’ -+ s3 
L 
CP 2 s*. 
From the above, the map f defined over the sphere S2+’ induces a map F 
defined over the complex projective space @PR-’ as depicted in the following 
commutative diagram: 
cg 1 s2n-1 -f+ c 
ln I= 
CP”-’ F, @. 
Practically the mapping F is defined as follows: Let [z] E CP”-’ where [z] := 
{iL: A E C}. Then F([z]) := (z, Qz)/(z, z). Equivalently, if z E S2”-‘, F([z]) := 
f(z). Clearly, since f is smooth, so are its real and imaginary Parts, so are 
the real and imaginary Parts of F (see Appendix A for details), and therefore 
the map F is smooth. 
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3. Singularity analysis of quadratic mapping 
In this Section we link the boundary Points of the numerical range and the 
critical values of the quadratic map (2); more specifically, we link the “sharp 
Points” of the numerical range and the “rank 0 critical values” of the quadratic 
map. 
Definition 1. A Point u” on the boundary of the numerical range 8.9(Q) is 
called a sharp point if the boundary is nondifferentiable at u”. 
A “rank 0 critical value”, on the other hand, Comes from the differential geo- 
metric interpretation of the numerical range. The differential d+,f of a smooth 
map f : .A’ -f @ defined over a compact, smooth manifold .,&‘, at a Point 
z” E .M, is the unique linear map of the tangent space _I~L&’ into C, 
dp.f : Ts.A! -+ @ 
such that 
lim llf(zo +h(x)) -f(zo) - d~f(x)Il = 0 
where x H h(x), h(0) = 0 are (real) local coordinates. The linear map dzo,f has a 
matrix representation, called the Jacobian matrix, 
[ 
a.#f(2”+h(+)) a.4f(=O+h(x)) . . . 
J$f = axl a_r2 
a3f(zO+h(x)) aw=0+w . 
aq a-r> 1 .Y=O 
related to the differential df by d-f(x) = [l j](Jsf)x. (In the sequel, we shall 
strive to develop a coordinate free approach.) This leads to the following def- 
initions of critical Points and critical values. 
Definition 2. A critical Point z” of a smooth map ,f : .k --t C defined on a 
smooth manifold & is a Point where the rank of the Jacobian matrix Js,f is less 
than two. 
Definition 3. For a critical Point defined as above, the rank of the critical Point 
is that of the corresponding Jacobian matrix J-I.f. 
Definition 4. A critical value u” is the value taken by a smooth function f at a 
critical Point z”. 
Definition 5. A Point u” is a rank 0 critical value iff 3 z” E S2n-’ such that 
f (z’) = u” and rank(Jsf) = 0. 
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The concepts defined above are related by the following theorem, which is a 
corollary of the Implicit Function Theorem. 
Theorem 1. Consider the smooth map defined over the sphere S2n-1, n 3 2, 
s2n-1 
L FCC, 
ZO l-4 00. 
Then the following properties hold. 
(i) If a Point v” is on the boundary, that is, v” E dF, then for any z” E S2n-1 
such that v” = f (z’), the Jacobian matrix J+f is rank deficient. 
(ii) If a Point v” E dB is a sharp Point, then for any z” E S2+’ such that 
v” = f (z’), the Jacobian matrix Jsf = 0. 
Proof. (i) Assume that the Jacobian matrix J+f has full rank; that is, 
rank(J$f) = 2. Let xi,xz,. . . be the local coordinates of S2n-1 around z” and 
assume that possibly after relabeling the Jacobian submatrix of partial 
derivatives relative to xi ,x2 has full rank. Let f (x1 ,xz, ) be the mapping in 
the local coordinates and consider the map 
(Xlr X2,)++f(XI, x2, 0, .“, 0). 
The Jacobian matrix of this map at (0,O) has full rank and hence by the Im- 
plicit Function Theorem, in the neighborhood of (O,O), the map is a home- 
omorphism. Therefore, by the Brouwer domain invariance, an open disk 
with its Center at z” would be mapped onto an open set, included in 9, that 
contains v” (E 6W) as an interior Point, which is a contradiction. So the Jaco- 
bian matrix, J,of, must be rank deficient. 
(ii) Suppose that the Jacobian matrix at some preimage Point Jsf is non-ze- 
ro. Then a smooth curve passing through z”, with its tangent at z” not in the 
kerne1 of J,of, maps to a smooth curve, entirely contained in 9, and passing 
through v”, which contradicts our assumption that v” is a sharp Point. Hence 
the Jacobian matrix must be 0. 0 
The proof of Theorem 1: part (i) is a special case of the following proposi- 
tion. 
Proposition 1. Let _A’, N be smooth manifolds and let f : A -+ N be a 
dtyerentiable map. If dzf : T,A? --f Tf(t)JV^ is surjective (has full rank), then there 
exist open neighborhoods U of z and V of fTz> such that the restriction 
f 1” : U --+ V is a surjective and open mapping. Thus f(z) is an interior Point of 
f(k). 
Proof. See [15], 11-2. I7 
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In the following, we develop a linear algebra characterization of the rank 0 
critical values. We strive to develop a coordinate free approach to the concepts 
of differential and critical Points. 
Theorem 2. Let Q be an Operator on C”, and let F he the induced qutrdratic~ 
mapping @PP’ + @. Then u Point [z”] gives a rank 0 critical valur, that i.s. 
dI,olF = 0, $‘z” is an eigenvector of’both Q and Q*. The critical calue F( [z”]) i.v 
the corrrsponding eigenvalue: Qz” = F ( [z”])zo. 
Proof. Let z = z” + h, where z” E S2’-’ and h E (z”)‘. Now compute the 
mapping j’at the Point z” + h, 
.f‘(z” + h) = ((z” + h): Q(z’ + h)) 
= (z”, Qz”) + (z”, Qh) + (h, Qz”) + (h, Qh) 
The differential is the linear functional on ~&@P”~’ 2 (z”)‘: 
d,-_~~,F(h) = (z”, Qh) + (h. Qk’) = (Q*z! h) + (h, Qz”). 
If z0 is an eigenvector of Q and Q, then 
dlf”F(h) = l.(z”. h) + (h,z”)n E 0. 
since h E (z”)‘. 
Conversely, assume that dy,F E 0, and let us show that z0 is an eigenvector 
of Q and Q*. Now drZolF is a complex-valued function whose real part X(h) and 
imaginary part Y(h) tan be written as 
X(h) = ; { (Ce* + Q)Z". h) + (h, (Q* + Q>z”)} 
= ,%((g + Q)z". h), 
Y(h) = $j {((Q* - Q)z”, h) - (h. (Q - Q)z’)} 
= 3((Q - Q)z”, h). 
Since d,s,F(h) = 0, it follows that 
X(h) E 0, Vh E (z”)‘> 
Y(h) E 0: Vh E (z’)‘. 
Since ((p’ + Q)z’, h) is a holomorphic complex linear function of h and since 
its real part X(h) vanishes, so does the whole function ((Q + Q)z”, h). The 
same argument applies to ((Q - Q)z”, h). Then it follows that 
((Q* + Q)z”T h) = 0: Vh E (z”)‘, 
((g - Q)z”.h) = 0, Vh E (z’)‘. 
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Hence, there exist a, b E @ such that 
(Q* + Q)z” = az’, 
(Q’ - Q)z” = bz’. 
Therefore z” is an eigenvector of Q and Q. 0 
The preceding theorem motivates the following definition. 
Definition 6. A vector z” is called a normal eigenuector of Q if it is an eigenvector 
of Qand Q. 
Lemma 1. A vector z” with eigenvalue A. is a normal eigenvector of Q ifs Q is 
unitarily similar to 2 0 [+l 0 Q2 ’ 
where Q2 E @b-%+-l) and in this representation z” takes the form 
Proof. Let ;1 be the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector z”. By Schur’s 
Lemma [20], the matrix Q is unitarily similar to 
Q= ’ ’ [+l 0 Q2 . 
If z” is an eigenvector of both Q and Q; that is, 
Qz” = 1~’ and Qz” = Loo, 
then c( = 0, and therefore Q is unitarily similar to 1 0 [+l 0 Q2 ’ 
The converse is obvious. Cl 
Corollary 1. A matrix Q E Cnxn is normal $7 it has only normal eigenvectors. 
Furthermore, if Q is normal then the rank 0 critical values are exactly the 
eigenvalues of Q. 
It should be stressed that an eigenvalue of a normal matrix Q need not be a 
sharp Point. Whether an eigenvalue is a sharp Point or not depends on the 
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Position of the eigenvalue in the numerical range S(Q). An eigenvalue in the 
interior of F(Q) is not a sharp Point. An eigenvalue in the interior of an edge 
of the boundary is not a sharp Point either (because there exists a preimage that 
is a rank 1 critical Point). 
Theorem 3. An eigenvalue of a matrix E 83 is a sharp Point @all the preimage 
Points (< n in number) are normal eigenvectors (rank 0 critical Points). 
Proof. Assume by contradiction that for a sharp Point v” in the numerical range 
there exists a preimage z” E S2n-’ such that the Jacobian matrix at z” is non- 
Zero. Since z” maps to the boundary, rank (J+f) = 1. By the argument of 
Theorem 1 this rank condition secures a smooth boundary around t”. 
Conversely, let all ni < n preimages of v” be the normal eigenvectors. It fol- 
lows that the matrix Q is unitarily equivalent to 
By 1 (b) and 11 (b) of Section 1, it follows that 
F(Q) = co{v”,s(Q~)}. 
Clearly, v” 6 R(Q)) for otherwise v” would have more than nl preimage Points. 
By an elementary convexity argument, it follows that v” is sharp. 0 
Now we look at the Situation opposite to the normal case. 
Corollary 2. The numerical range of a Jordan matrix has no sharp Points. 
Proof. It is clear that a Jordan matrix has no normal eigenvectors. Therefore, 
the assertion follows from Theorem 3. 0 
Example 1. The template of the 2 x 2 Jordan matrix 
is the disk of radius 1/2 centered at A. Clearly, it has no sharp Points. In gen- 
eral, the numerical range of an n x n Jordan matrix is the disk of radius 
(n - l)/n centered at its eigenvalue. 
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4. Morse theory analysis of family of quadratic functions 
To develop the Morse theory of the numerical range, we replace the map 
f : SZnml -f C with a one-Parameter family of functions fH, 0 E [0,2n), as was 
done in [13] 
fo : S2n-1 --f u? 
f”(z) := %!{f(z)e-j”} = B?f(z) cos 6 + Zf(z) sin 8. (4) 
Clearly, fH(z) is the x-coordinate of the orthogonal projection of f(z) on the 
line {Xe@: x E R}. This is represented graphically in Fig. 1. 
4.1. f versus fe singularity 
We relate the critical Points of f and fo and discuss some of their properties. 
Definition 7. A critical point z” of a smooth function fo : dt! -+ R is a Point 
where 
af,c’;; h(x)) ‘f@(‘& h(x)) . . 1 = 0, 1 2 X=O 
where the xi’s are (real) local coordinates of J@ around z”. 
Theorem 4. Let Q be an Operator on C”, f be the corresponding quadratic 
mapping S2nP’ + @, and let fe, 8 E [0,2n), be de$ned as above. Then the 
following properties hold. 
(i) z” is a rank 1 criticalpoint of f ifszO is a criticalpoint of fH for a unique 8, 
e E [o, + 
(ii) z” is a rank 0 critical Point of f ifsz’ is a critical Point of fo, V0 E [0, 7~). 
Proof. It suffices to observe that 
[cos 9 sin e]J+f = J+fo. 0 
It follows from Theorem 4 that the singularity analysis of the mapping f is 
equivalent to the singularity analysis of the one-Parameter family of functions f~. 
4.2. One-Parameter family of functions over complex projective space 
First recall the basic notions of Morse theory. 
Definition 8. A critical Point z” of a smooth function CP : AZ + R defined on a 
compact, smooth manifold & is nondegenerate if the Hessian matrix at z”, 
defined in terms of local coordinates x H h(x), h(0) = 0, by 
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a2@(z” + h(x)) 
i3XidX, 
, i,j=l!Z !..., n 
EO 
is non-Singular. @ is a Morse function if it has only non-degenerate critical 
Points (consequently these critical Points are finite in number) and distinct 
critical values. Furthermore, the Morse in&x i of @ at z” is the number of neg- 
ative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. 
The function JO : ,S2”-’ -i R could not possibly be a Morse function because 
the set of critical Points is not finite; it is a set of arcs of great circle. However, if 
we quotient out SZ”- ’ by S’ and redefine the function over the complex projec- 
tive space CP”-’ as depicted by the diagram 
the resulting function Fe is, generically, Morse. (Actually this is the equivariant 
Morse theory of the St-invariant function fH; see [7], I-7.) 
More practically, FB is defined as follows: Define <ps : UZ” -f W to be the ex- 
tension of _f,, : Szfz-’ --f R, viz., <pt, := 9?{ (2: Qz)e-j”} = (z, Qoz) where 
Qn := i(Qe-j” + Qlej’). (5) 
Clearly, <po has the property that qB(Lz) = 13.\*<p,(z), Yz E C”. Therefore, by the 
argument of the Appendix A, the induced function FC, is given by 
<PH(Z) Fdkl) := m (6) 
and it follows that 
Fo( [z]) = BF( [z]) cos 0 + 3F( [z]) sin 0 
4.3. Criticul Points and critical values 
Consider in @ the line with constant argument 0, {xeJH: x E Ft}, assume F,, is 
a Morse function, and consider the two lines with argument 0 + i TC tangent on 
either side of the field of values. The line with minimum x-coordinate defines 
the minimum of Fg; that is, a Morse critical value with index 0; the line with 
maximum x-coordinate defines a maximum of FR; that is, a Morse critical value 
of index n. Clearly, there are at least two Morse critical Points. In the case 
n > 2, in addition to the tangents to the template, there are other Morse critical 
values. One of the objectives of this Paper is to determine the exact number of 
critical values. 
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When one of the two parallel lines with argument 8 + i rc is not tangent but 
Passes through a sharp Point, clearly, the critical value plot is a pure cosine; 
furthermore, the corresponding critical Point does not depend on 8, in full 
agreement with Theorems 1 and 4. 
The following two theorems develop the Morse singularity analysis of 
Fe. As in Theorem 4, we develop a coordinate free approach to the 
Hessian. 
Theorem 5. Consider the function 
‘ps : @” + R CP&) := b, QcP), 
where Qe E @“’ is a Hermitian matrix. Then, for the induced function F. 
(Eq. (6)) on CP”-‘, we haue: 
(i) The dtjjerential of Fe is 
dIzlFe(h) = 29(z, Qeh), Vz E Szn-l, ‘v’h E z’. 
(ii) [z] E @[FD”-’ is a criticalpoint of Fe with critical value A E R tjj-z is an eigen- 
vector of Qo with eigenvalue A. The Hessian at [z] is then given by 
Z$]Fe(h, k) = 2B(h, (Qe - U)k), Vh, k E z’. 
HL~~FB is non-degenerate t$A is a simple eigenvalue of Qo. 
(iii) Fo is a Morse function @all the eigenvalues of Qe are simple. 
Proof. To prove (i) observe that for all z, h E C”: 
dz+ h) = c~e(z) + 29% Qsh) + (4 Qeh). 
Thus 
d&(h) = da,(h) = 293-7, Qsh). 
Regarding (ii) observe that the eigenvector condition is obviously sufficient 
for z to be critical. To prove necessity let d,F@(z) = 2W(z, Qeh) = 293 
(Qsh,z) = 0, Vh E z’. Since z H (Qsh, z) is complex linear and its real part 
vanishes so does the whole function. Hence (Qoh,z) = (h,Qez) = 0, Vh 
E z’. Therefore (zl, QSZ) = 0; hence Qez E (z’)’ and z is an eigenvector of 
Qe. 
Regarding the Hessian, observe that 
d;q,(h, k) = 29(k, Qeh), Vz, h, k E c” 
and therefore using Proposition 2, 
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H@o(h k) = d:q,(h, k) - 243,(z)W, k) 
= 29% Qsh) - 2(z, QfJz)~(h, k) 
= 29(h, Q&) - 2I.(z, z)B(h, k) 
= 2B(h, Q@k) - 2A.B(h, k) 
= 2B(h, (QJ - qk). 
The remaining Claims of (ii) and (iii) are obvious. 0 
Theorem 6. Let Qo E Cnxn be a Hermitian matrix with simple eigenvalues and let 
.98 := (z’, . ,z”) b e an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of Qo such that Qezk = 
&zk, Al < . < An. Then Bk := (z’ . jz’ , . . . , i(-’ , jzt-’ 2+‘, jti+‘, , z”, jr) is 
a basis of the tangent space q$l@P+’ s (2)’ (regarded as real vector space), 
and we haue the direct decomposition 
K := span,{z’, jz’, . . . ,zk-‘,,jk’}, 
Y+ := span,{ti+‘, jti+‘>. . . ,zn, ji?}. 
This decomposition is an orthogonal decomposition with respect to HjhlFo, and 
clearly. 
?? dima “PC = 2(k - l), 
?? H~+~FQ is negative deJinite on V_ and positive definite on U”+. 
Thus 
Morse index of FQ at [#] : = negative inertia o,f Hi$lFo = 2(k - 1). 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
The preceding result - specifically the fact that the Morse indexes tan only 
be even - will be crucial in deriving the formula for the number of critical 
curves in the template. 
In a certain sense, Theorem 6 allows the computation of the Euler charac- 
teristics x(CP”-~) of the complex projective space from a pure linear algebra 
argument. Indeed, given any Morse function @ : CF + R, a general fact 
of Morse theory is that 
x(@P”-‘) = c (-l)j # {critical Points of @ with Morse index i}. 
Applying the above to the quadratic Morse function Ff, of Theorem 6 that has 
n critical Points with Morse indexes i = 2(k - l), k = 1,. . , n, yields 
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x(@p”-l) = 2 (_p’) x 1 =?z. 
k=l 
Therefore we recover, from pure linear algebra, the result x(CP”-‘) = n, which 
is usually proved using cell decomposition. 
5. Genericity of quadratic maps 
Whether or not a map is generic is an issue fairly well understood in the 
space of all smooth maps defined on a compact, smooth manifold. Here, how- 
ever, we deal exclusively with quadratic maps and the Problem is to understand 
the genericity issue in the space of all quadratic maps. 
We inspire ourselves from [6], where it is shown that all features related to 
singularity and genericity of one-Parameter family of smooth functions are dis- 
played in the Plots of critical values of the function versus the Parameter of the 
family. In our particular case of quadratic maps, these are the Plots of eigen- 
values of i (Qe-je + Qej”) versus 0 and the corresponding critical Points are 
the eigenvectors of 1 (Qe-j’ + Qej’). 
Our Claim is that the crucial issue in genericity of a quadratic map is the 
crossing of eigenvalues. In the space of all smooth maps, there are two kinds 
of crossings: either (i) the critical Points do not Cross but the critical values 
Cross or (ii) the critical Points Cross and the critical values Cross. Case (i) is ge- 
neric while Case (ii) is not. The lack of genericity of Case (ii) is a corollary of 
the result of [5] saying that, generically in the space of all smooth maps, the sin- 
gularity set is a smooth manifold. 
In the space of quadratic maps where the critical values are in fact the eigen- 
values, Case (i) does not exist, and we only have Case (ii) where at the crossing 
of the eigenvalues two 1-D eigenspaces fuse to form a 2-D eigenspace. It re- 
mains to show that Case (ii) is not generic in the space of quadratic maps. 
To address these genericity issues, we need some preliminary concepts and 
results. First, observe that the Hermitian family Qe-jH + Qej@ has a unique an- 
alytic extension Q[-’ + Qi to C*. We cal1 Qi-’ + Q[ a holomorphic family. 
Lemma 2. The eigenvalues of Q[-’ + p[ are holomorphic jiinctions in a 
neighborhood of the unit circle. 
Proof. This result - for the real axis instead of the unit circle - is provided in 
[14], 11 - Theorem 6.1. The unit circle Theorem is obtained from the real axis 
Theorem by a Möbius transformation argument. 0 
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Lemma 3. Let f(c) b e u unc ion holomorphic in u connected domain SI. Let f t 
2(f) c 51 be the Zero locus of f. Then either 2’(f) = D or S?(f) hus no 
~ccumulation Points in !2. 
Proof. See [ 181, Theorem 10.18. ??
Theorem 7. [f’ii(Qe-js + pejO) # ik (Qd + Q*ej”). V i # k, Wl. then there 
esists an F > 0 such that VA, llAl\ < f, 
&((Q + A)e-‘” + (g + A’)e’“) # &((Q + A)e-‘” + (g + A*)e’“) 
Vi # k. tJ0 E [O. z). 
Proof. Follows from the continuity of eigenvalues. 0 
In what follows by “almost everywhere” we mean “except for a set of zero 
Lebesgue measure”. 
Theorem 8. Let two eigenvalues Ai, &, of Qe-J” + Q*ejn Cross at 80. Then there 
exist F > 0, ‘1 > 0 such that ,for almost every perturbation A, /IA]) < t, 
jbi((Q + A)e-“’ + (g + A*)ej”) # &((Q + A)e~‘” + (Q* + A*)e’“) 
.for 0 E (~~0 - Y, 00 + q). 
Proof. Assume that Ve > 0, Vq > 0, for almost every A, llA 11 < t, there are 
Points 0 E (00 - q, BO + y~) such that 
;_,((Q+ A)e-j” + (Q* + A*)eJ”) = ik((Q+ A)e~-J” + (Q* + A*)e”‘). 
In other words, Vq > 0, the analytic function 
ii((Q+ A)ePJ” + (g + A*)e’“) - &((Q + A)e 9 + (g + A*)ej(‘) 
has Zeros in (00 - n, 00 + y). Since a non-identically vanishing analytic func- 
tion cannot have an accumulation Point of Zeros in its domain, it follows that 
A, - I& = 0. VO. Setting 0 = 0, we would get 
i.,((Q + A) + (Q* + A’)) = &((Q + A) + (p + A’)) 
for almost every perturbation A. This is clearly impossible. 0 
Theorem 9. There exists an t > 0 such that for almost every perturhation A, 
/IA/1 < ~7 
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11 ((Q + A)e-je + (e* + A*)ej’) 
> A2((Q + A)e-je + (e* + A*)eje) 
> k((Q+ A)e-je + (Q* + A*)ej’), ~6, 
that is, the eigenvalues do not cross. 
Proof. If some eigenvalues of Qe-jH + Q+e@ Cross, by an analyticity argument, 
they tan only Cross at finitely many Points. Let 80,8i, . . . ,8, be those crossing 
Points, finite in number. The crossing & is removed for all d E &(ei) \ Di where 
Be(ei) is the ball of matrices {d: lld 11 < Ei} and Di is a set of zero measure. Let 
E = min{ ei} > 0. Clearly, all crossings are removed for all A E Bo(E) \ (Ui Di), 
where UE, Di has zero measure because it is a finite Union of sets of zero 
measure. •i 
Definition 9. A matrix Q is said to be generic iff the eigenvalues of 
Qe = 1 (Qe-js + Q*@) d o not Cross; that is, iff Fo is a Morse function for all Ps. 
Observe that this genericity concept is specific to quadratic maps. For the 
general one-Parameter family of smooth functions defined over a compact, 
smooth manifold 4!, genericity means that the Morse property is lost at finitely 
many values of the Parameter of the family. 
The above definition provides a characterization of genericity of matrix Q in 
terms of the eigenstructure of Qe. We now proceed to a characterization of ge- 
nericity of Q in terms of its own eigenstructure; as we shall see, mere eigenstruc- 
ture is not enough to completely characterize genericity. We begin with the 
simple 2 x 2 case. 
Theorem 10. A matrix Q E @ 2x2 is non-generic iff it is unitarily equivalent to a 
diagonal matrix; that is, $f it is a normal matrix. 
Proof. Let the eigenvalues of Qe-jB + QejO Cross at 00. Clearly, 
for some unitary matrix U. 
We define A = Qe-jso and it follows that 
AA’=A’A=M-A2. 
Since A commutes with its complex conjugate transpose, it is normal and hence 
so is Q. 
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Conversely, let Q be normal, viz., 
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for some unitary matrix V. If p, = p2, the eigenvalues of QePJO + QeJ” coincide 
for all 0’s. If p, # ,uLz, then the eigenvalues of Qe-JH i- pej” Cross at 0 given by 
eWJ = _ (PJ - 112) 
(PL1 -kl*’ ??
Theorem 11. A normal matrix Q E Cnxn is non-generic. 
Proof. By the same argument as above, every pair of eigenvalues of 
QePJO + QeJ” crosses. Cl 
The converse is valid only for n = 2. For 12 > 3, counterexamples may be ob- 
tained via the direct sum of 411 and Q2 where qlI E @ and Q2 E Ckxk, k 3 2, is 
not normal and 411 6 ~(Qz). Then 29(qJJe-J”) and another eigenvalue of 
Qepjo + pejn Cross for the direction 8 orthogonal to the tangent to 9(Ql) 
passing through qlI . 
Corollary 3. A matrix Q E Cnxn whose template has a sharp Point is not generic. 
Proof. If S(Q) has a sharp Point u”, it is an eigenvalue (E i!W(Q)) such that 
the corresponding eigenvector z” is also an eigenvector of Q. From Lemma 1, 
Q is unitarily similar to u” @ Q2. If u” @’ P(Qz), then for 0 orthogonal to the 
direction of the tangent to aF(Qz) passing through v”, the eigenvalues of 
(u” @ Qz)e-‘O + (u” G? Qz)*e j0 Cross. If u” E dF(Qz), for U’ to be sharp, u” has to 
be a sharp Point of Q2. From here on, the proof proceeds by induction (actually 
recursion) on the dimension. 0 
It follows from the above that a sharp Point tan always be “rounded” by an 
arbitrary small perturbation. The general fact is given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 12. A matrix Q E Cnxn is not generic ifaF(Q) contains a line segment. 
Proof. Obvious by an easy geometric argument. ??
6. Critical value Plots and template 
In this section, several case studies of computation of critical value curves 
are presented. Two kinds of critical value curves are plotted against H. First, 
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aJayl ‘pp0 24 lo3 &IO m330 um q3g~ 1 - u = F ‘Z!A ‘! - 2 - q = .z 31 ‘IaaaMoH 
TL: F 0 $uaum%w QFM sauq ay$ pue amm pasop sy1 uaaM$aq slurod kma8 
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Now we present several case studies. 
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Example 2. Consider the 2 x 2 normal matrix 
Q= ! 1 i-j3 -2 +j3 3 -j2 1 l+j3 
Critical Points 2’ and z’ are computed as the eigenvectors of the matrix Q,,. 
where 
Critical value curves ,f(z’eJ”)) and FJJ(z”(eJ”)) for the above Q-matrix for 
evenly distributed f3 E [0,27r) are plotted in Fig. 2. The F,,(z(J(eJn)) curves are 
pure cosine curves obtained as the projections of the extreme Points; that is. 
the eigenvalues of Q, on the rotating line. Observe that the critical value Plots 
of FC, do Cross because Q is not generic. 
In the following example, critical value curves are plotted for a 2 x 2 non- 
normal complex matrix. Due to the non-normal nature of the Problem. we will 
get an ellipse as its numerical range. 
Example 3. Consider the matrix 
Q= 
[ 
2+j4 8tj3 
8+j3 1 5+j7 
Following the same procedure as for the normal case stndy of Example 2. 
critical value curves f(z”(eJO)) and Fo(z’(eJ”)) for evenly distributed 
0 E [0,27r) are shown in Fig. 3. Clearly, there are two critical values with Morse 
indexes 0,2 in this case. The critical values are the tangency Points between the 
template and the two lines with argument 0 f $ rr. Observe that the critical 
Critical Values dot Critical Values of F-Theta 
Fig. 2. Critical values and F,) Plots: A 2 x 2 normal matrix. 
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Critical Values plot Critical Values of F-Theta 
-5 0 5 10 15 0 2 4 6 0 
Fig. 3. Critical values and FB plots: A 2 x 2 non-normal generic matrix. 
eigenvalues do not Cross because a 2 x 2 non-normal matrix is generic. 
At this Stage we already observe the “normal bifurcation” - the template 
collapses from an ellipse to a line Segment and the FO Plots “fuse” as we pro- 
ceed to the normal case. 
Now we extend our study to higher Order matrices. In the following example 
a 3 x 3 non-normal generic matrix is analyzed for critical value curves. 
Example 4. Consider the matrix 
lO+j4 3+j2 0.5 
4+j6 3+j4 7+jl . 
2+j6 S+jS 7fjlO 1 
This example, in addition to the boundary of the numerical range, has a 
critical value curve running inside the numerical range (see Fig. 4). This curve 
is a concave curvilinear triangle with vanishing angles at its vertices. In this 
example, we get exactly three tangency Points with argument 8 f i 71 for every 8. 
Following is another example of a 3 x 3 generic matrix. 
Critical Value Plots + Eigenvalues 
15 
0 
10 
. ..* 
. ..** 
$.’ 
*..* 
5 
t13 
Ao 
0 
_cI 
30 0 10 20 
Critical Values of F-Theta 
30 
20 
10 
0 
-10 
-20 
-30 LG!I 
0 2 4 6 6 
Fig. 4. Critical values and Fo Plots: A 3 x 3 non-normal generic matrix. 
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Example 5. Consider the matrix 
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The critical value curves for this matrix are decoupled like the eigenvalues; 
that is, one critical value curve reduces to the eigenvalue (6 + j6) and the other 
critical value curve is the boundary of the template corresponding to the second 
block matrix Q. Observe that (6 + j6) E 9(Q). By properties H(b) and H(c) 
from Section 1, the numerical range of Q is Co{ (6 + j6), Y(Qz)} = .F(Qz). 
Note that numerical range P(Q) has no sharp Points. A special feature of this 
matrix is that despite being a direct sum of two matrices, its generic behavior is 
preserved. Critical value curves and FB curves are plotted in Fig. 5. Observe 
that the FB Plots do not Cross as expected from genericity of the matrix. 
The next case study involves a benchmark example of a 3 x 3 doubly 
stochastic matrix [ 12,161. 
Example 6. Consider the matrix 
0.7 0.1 0.2 
This matrix, under unitary transformation, tan be written as 
Q=Q,@Q2= [31. 
Quite similarly to the previous example, the critical values curves for this ma- 
trix are decoupled like the eigenvalues; that is, one critical value curve reduces 
Critical Value Plots + Eigenvalues Critical Values of F-Theta 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
9 
-0 5 10 
15 
10 
5 
0 
-5 
-10 
-15 
0 2 4 6 0 
Fig. 5. Critical values and FC) Plots: A 3 x 3 non-normal generic matrix 
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to the eigenvalue 1 and the other critical value curve is the boundary of the 
template corresponding to the second block matrix Q2. Since the decoupled ei- 
genvalue, 1, is outside the boundary of the template S(Q2) corresponding to 
the second block matrix, 1 @ F(Qz), by property II(b) from Section 1, the nu- 
merical range of Q = Co{ 1, ~(QI)}. Clearly, this matrix has a sharp Point on 
the boundary of the numerical range, and therefore, the matrix is not generic 
by Theorem 12. This non-genericity was predictable from the doubly stochastic 
property; indeed an arbitrarily small perturbation destroys the doubly stochas- 
tic structure. Fig. 6 Shows the critical value curves. Observe that the FC) Plots do 
Cross as expected from the lack of genericity. 
In the next case study, a 4 x 4 generic matrix is analyzed for critical value 
curves. 
Example 7. Consider the matrix 
l 
1 +jl 0.5 0.5 0.5 
3+jl 0.5 
Q= ; o 
0.5 
3+j2 0.5 
0 0 0 1 +j2 1 
Quite similarly to the 3 x 3 generic case studies, following the procedure de- 
veloped in Section 4, the critical Points are obtained as the eigenvectors of the 
Qo. From Fig. 7, clearly, the number of closed curves inside the numerical 
range is z - 1 = 1. The number of tangency Points at any argument 6 * 4 rc is 
exactly equal to the Order of the matrix; that is, 4. Two tangency Points corres- 
pond to the boundary. The other two tangency Points correspond to the inside 
critical value curve which is a convex curvilinear quadrangle with swallow tails 
at its vertices [2], Fig. 27. 
The above trend continues with higher Order matrices. The critical value 
curves are, of course, more complicated. Some more cases are studied in the 
following examples. 
Critical Value Plots + Eigenvalues 
0.4 
0.2 0 
0 
-0.2 
•::::- 
0 
-0.4 
-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 
Critical Values of F-Theta 
1.51 
1 
0.5 
0 
-0.5 
_i IE& 
‘0 2 4 6 e 
Fig. 6. Critical values and Fn Plots: A 3 x 3 doubly stochastic matrix. 
Critical Value Plots + Eigenvalues 
2.5 
Critical Values of F-Theta 
‘0 2 4 6 
1 
6 
Fig. 7. Critical values and Fli plots: A 4 x 4 non-normal generic matrix 
Example 8. Consider the 5 x 5 generic matrix 
1 +jl 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0 3 +jl 0.5 0.5 0.5 
p= 0 0 3 +j2 0.5 0.5 
0 0 0 1 +j2 0.5 
0 0 0 0 5 +j3 
Fig. 8 Shows that the number of closed curves inside the numerical range is 
(R - l)/2 = 2. 0 ne such curve is a concave curvilinear triangle while the other 
is a convex curvilinear quadrilateral with swallow tails. Observe that the F,, 
Plots do not Cross. 
The following case study involves an example of a 5 x 5 non-normal, non- 
generic matrix. 
Example 9. Consider the matrix 
l+jl 0 
0 4+j2 0 
Q= 0 
0 0 ;.+&. 
0 
The matrix is constructed as the direct sum of two matrices Q, and Q3 as 
where Q, Ei C3’j is normal matrix with non-tollinear eigenvalues and 
@ E U?*’ is non-normal and satisfies S(Qz) c ,F(Q,). 
The numerical range is the convex hu11 of the eigenvalues of Q,. Critical val- 
ue curves are plotted in Fig. 9. As in Example 6, the critical values decouple 
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Critical Value Plots: 5 x 5 Matrix Crltical Values of F-Theta 
3.5, I I 
: 
6 
I 
-Y 
0 2 4 6 6 
Fig. 8. Critical values and F. plots: A 5 x 5 non-normal generic matrix. 
like the eigenvalues. As such, the critical value curve inside S(Q) is aY(Qz). 
Observe that, as a manifestation of the lack of genericity, the critical eigenvalue 
Plots Cross. 
In our last case study, an example of a 6 x 6 non-normal generic matrix is 
worked out. 
Example 10. Consider the matrix 
Q= 
1 +jl 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0 3 +jl 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0 0 3 +j2 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0 0 0 1 +j2 0.5 0.5 
0 0 0 0 5+j3 0.5 
0 0 0 0 0 2 + j2.5 
Fig. 10 clearly Shows that the number of closed curves inside the numerical 
range is $ - 1 = 2. The number of tangency Points at any argument 0 f i rc is 
Critical Value Plots: 5 x 5 Matrix 
4 
3 
2 
LII 
Ib 
Q 
1 
0 
0 1 2 3 4 
Critical Values of F-Theta 
5 
Fig. 9. Critical values and FR Plots: A 5 x 5 non-normal, non-generic matrix. 
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3.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 
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Critical Values of F-Theta 
6 
4 
2 
0 
-2 
-4 
_c 
251 
“.Y 
0 
-v 
2 4 6 0 2 4 6 8 
Fig. 10. Critical values and Fo Plots: A 6 x 6 non-normal generic matrix. 
exactly equal to the Order of the matrix as welk that is, 6. Observe that as a 
manifestation of genericity, the FB Plots do not Cross. 
7. Conclusions 
In this Paper, we have provided deeper differential topological insight into 
the traditional numerical range Problem. It is hoped that the techniques devel- 
oped in this Paper will prove applicable to such generalizations as the vector 
numerical range [9] and the matrix numerical range of robust control [4,19]. 
Another possible further development is the extension to infinite-dimensional 
Operators [7]. 
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Appendix A 
Proposition A.l. Let cp : C” --f R be a quadratic finction, that is, 
cp(Az) = ln1*Cp(z), V.z E Uz”, Vi, E Uz. 
Then <p induces a jiinction @ : CP”-’ -+ R given by either of the following 
de$nitions: 
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@([Zl) := q?(z). Yz E s2+l 
dz) 
7s vz E @” \ {O}> 
where [z] := {LT//? E UZ} E CP”-‘. If cp is dzfirentiable at z E S2”-’ then ai is dz? 
jerentiable at [z] and the difSerentia1 of @ is given by 
d,@(h) = dZ<p(h); Vh E z’ s ~@7’“-‘. 
IJ’ [z] is a critical Point of @ and q is twice d@erentiable at z, then the Hessian 
HIZl@ : ~zl@P”-l x ~&P”-’ + R 
is the symmetric bilinear form given by 
H,@(h, k) = d;<p(h> k) - 2<p(z)&?(h,k)> Vh, k E z’, 
where dzq(h,k) = d,(d,cp(h))(k). 
Proof. Define @ : C” \ (0) -f R by 
Clearly, if <p is differentiable, so is 4. Since @ is constant on the equivalent class- 
es [z] E @PP’ and since @ is differentiable, so is @, where @([z]) := e(z), and 
furthermore, dLZl@(h) = dz@(h). Vh E z’ s qZ]CP”-‘. 
If cp is twice differentiable, so is @. Furthermore, if z is a critical Point of @, 
then [z] is a critical Point of @ and the Hessian is 
HiZ,@(h, k) = d&h, k). Vh, k E z’ 
Thus we have to compute d,@ and dz@. 
From g(z + h) = (z + h,z + h) = (z,z) + 2W(z, h) + (h, h), it follows that 
d,g(h) = 2.%(z, h), Vh E C”. Hence by the quotient rule 
d 
z 
q(h) = dzcp(h)(z>z) - 2<p(zP’(z> h) 
(6 4’ 
dzcp(h) 2dz) g(_, h) 
=m-m &’ . 
(7) 
For z E SZ+’ and h E z’ it follows that 
d,=,@(h) = d,q(h), ‘dh E ZI. 
To compute the second derivative, applying the product and quotient rules to 
Eq. (7) yields 
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dz@@, k) = d,(d@(h))(k) 
3 5 3 
_ d;<p(k l(z.4 - d,<p(h)Wz. 4 24Gj d(k hj  
-~ 
(7; z)‘ (z.:) . 
2dzdk)(z. $ - W)(z> 44~ k) ,#(_ hj,  
(z, z)4 
-, 
If z E 9” ’ is a critical Point of q and h, k E z-, we have 
H,@(h. k) = d&+z, k) - 2cp(z).JA(h, k). 0 
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